
Robert Smith 
Kickboxing Instructor

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Seeks to attain a most challenging position addressing the needs of inner-
city youth through community outreach and diverse avenues of 
communication.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Kickboxing Instructor
ABC Corporation -   August 2007 – December 2009 

Responsibilities:

 Create and lead kickboxing sessions that push clients to break through 
mental and physical barriers in order to achieve their fitness goals.

 Organize and carry out sessions that burn fat, increase cardiovascular 
fitness and muscular endurance.

 Motivate clients to achieve their goals whilst working with them 
individually at times to correct and enhance techniques.

 Work with clients to figure out which membership program would best 
suit them and sell memberships accordingly.

 Open/close the studio, clean equipment, instruct classes with 6-20 
students, design new class material, led food challenges for members.

 Teaching a kickboxing class and making sure all members get the 
proper workout and use proper form to ensure results and safety.

 In charge of teaching a kickboxing class with the incorporation of cardio 
and muscle intervals.

Kickboxing Instructor
Delta Corporation -   2005 – 2007 

Responsibilities:

 Create and lead kickboxing sessions that push clients to break through 
mental and physical barriers in order to achieve their fitness goals.

 Organize and carry out sessions that burn fat, increase cardiovascular 
fitness and muscular endurance.

 Motivate clients to achieve their goals whilst working with them 
individually at times to correct and enhance techniques.

 Work with clients to figure out which membership program would best 
suit them and sell memberships accordingly.

 Open/close the studio, clean equipment, instruct classes with 6-20 
students, design new class material, led food challenges for members.

 Teaching a kickboxing class and making sure all members get the 
proper workout and use proper form to ensure results and safety.

 In charge of teaching a kickboxing class with the incorporation of cardio 
and muscle intervals.

Education

General Studies - 2011(UMUC - Okinawa)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Coaching, Fitness, 
Multitasking.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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